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1. Food Poverty and FareShare 
Austerity has had a substantial impact on living standards for people in the UK. Previously 
unaffected demographic groups are now confronting food poverty on a daily basis. As 
reported extensively in the media, the UK has seen a consequent explosion of soup 
kitchens, food banks and school breakfast clubs.  Nonetheless, at the same time an 
estimated 3 million tonnes of food continues to be wasted every year in the UK alone. 
FareShare is at the centre of two prominent social issues that the UK faces today: food 
poverty and food waste.  

FareShare‘s unique approach to this problem is to receive surplus food from the UK food 
industry and redistribute it to charities all over the country who provide services for 
vulnerable groups. Beneficiaries of these charities include homeless people, elderly, 
children and many other groups who experience food poverty. Beneficiaries eat 
FareShare food at the charity they visit rather than taking it away – this makes the 
FareShare model distinct from food banks (whereby people generally take food packages 
away). This also means beneficiaries receive a host of additional, tailored services in 
addition to the food.  FareShare’s focus is on redistributing good quality fresh food that 
would otherwise be wasted. FareShare has been operating since 2004 as an independent 
charity. At the moment it runs 17 depots across the UK, delivering surplus food to a 
network of more than 900 charities and community projects catering to approximately 
43,700 people every day. In 2012, 3,600 tonnes of food were rescued and distributed to 
FareShare’s ‘Community Food Members’; charities and other organisations that provide 
food to those in need. As well as redistributing food, FareShare provides training, 
including warehouse employability skills, and an education programme covering nutrition, 
food hygiene and safe food preparation. FareShare is committed to spreading the 
message that ‘no good food should be wasted’.  

 

2. The Research  
This research was carried out by a core team of six Researchers from NatCen Social 
Research. It consisted of a qualitative case study component as well as a quantitative 
element that mapped FareShare’s national distribution network.  

Quantitative spatial analysis – FareShare across the nation 
Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping was used to visualise and analyse the 
location of FareShare depots and current FareShare member charities in relation to areas 
of socio-economic deprivation, using the English, Welsh and Scottish Indices of Multiple 
Deprivation, which measure deprivation along several dimensions including health, 
education and employment. The analysis looked at both the targeting of current 
FareShare resources, as well as overall levels of access to FareShare distribution. 
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Qualitative research - case studies  
For the qualitative part of this project a case study approach was used in order to gain an 
in-depth perspective on how FareShare food reaches those who need it. The researchers 
selected five member charities across two locations- Edinburgh and London, 
representing the range and diversity of size, length of time with FareShare, and 
beneficiary type among FareShare’s Community Food Members. These included charities 
that provided specialised services for:  

− young people   

− women experiencing or fleeing domestic violence 

− elderly people  

− people recovering from drug and alcohol addiction  

− homeless people 

Researchers interviewed both staff and beneficiaries at each of the five Community Food 
Members. It is important to bear in mind that findings from qualitative research do not 
attempt to be statistically representative, but instead capture the range and diversity of 
experiences in a methodologically robust fashion.  

 

3. Mapping FareShare 
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Fig. 1 FareShare depots and multiple deprivation in England, Scotland and Wales 

 

Spatial analysis of the FareShare distribution network found that the location of FareShare 
depots and member charities closely tracked geographic patterns of deprivation and 
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poverty, as figure 1 indicates. In fact, more than three quarters of the most deprived 
areas in Great Britain are within a deliverable distance of a FareShare depot.

1
 The 

most deprived fifth of localities were on average 33% more likely to be close to a depot 
than the rest of Britain.

2
 

Equally important as the location of depots is the location of the charities that ultimately 
serve the food. These charities were also found to be geographically well positioned to 
provide for the most vulnerable, with 63% of FareShare Community Food Members 
based in the most deprived fifth of neighbourhoods in England, Scotland and Wales. 

In fact, those who live in a deprived area are 5 times more likely to have a FareShare 
charity in their neighbourhood. Figure 2 takes the London depot as an example and 
demonstrates how the distribution of FareShare’s Community Food Members tracks 
areas of deprivation, covering a large proportion of the most deprived neighbourhoods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. FareShare Community Food Members and multiple deprivation in London 

 

Additionally, 58% of FareShare charity members are located in the most health 
deprived areas in Britain, a crucial consideration given the nutritional potential of 
FareShare food and the educational nutritional programmes FareShare provide. Depots in 
Merseyside and Manchester catered to areas suffering from particularly acute health 
deprivation

3
.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1
 Area/locality/neighbourhood here is defined at Lower Super Output Area Level (LSOA), from the UK 

Census. These areas typically contain 400-1200 households. 

2
 The most deprived areas are here defined as the most deprived quintile (20%) of LSOAs as identified by 

the English, Welsh and Scottish Indices of Multiple Deprivation. These measure deprivation in every area of 

Great Britain along multiple dimensions, including income, employment, education, health, access to 

services, quality of environment and crime, producing an overall score. 

3
 The health domain of the deprivation indices uses rates of premature death, illness and disability, hospital 

admissions and mental health disorders in order to produce a score for each area. 
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Our data ultimately demonstrated that both FareShare depots and charity members are 
geographically very well situated in terms of areas of deprivation, offering a high degree 
of access to the most vulnerable in society. FareShare distribution is ideally located to 
provide the needs of poor communities, but there is always room for expansion, 
particularly with the need for food on the increase. 

 

4. Member charities’ experiences  
The five charity members we spoke to had been receiving food from FareShare for 
between one and five years. The number of deliveries they received from FareShare 
ranged from one to three deliveries per week. A key attraction to FareShare for member 
charities was that it met an organisational need for food provision at low cost but also 
fitted in with a commitment to reducing food waste in the UK. So member charities not 
only valued that they were able to provide food for their service users but also felt they 
helped to deal with a pressing societal problem by participating in a reduction of food 
waste. 

 
“The amount of food that is thrown away is just, is criminal”….. “There is not a food 
shortage in the world”….”thank god that someone like FareShare pick up the pieces […] 
and we get them.” (Staff cooking at a drop-in charity) 
 

What does FareShare food do for member charities? 
The food received by the five charities we visited included: fresh ingredients (fruit and 
vegetables), dried meats, snacks, occasional luxury products (e.g. lobster) and general 
every-day items. Seasonal treats (mince pies, and Easter eggs) were sometimes offered 
too.  

Charities we spoke to used FareShare food for:   

− Communal meals consumed at the charity e.g. luncheon clubs for the elderly 
serving three course meals and a rare opportunity to socialise  

− Hot meals for homeless people  

− Snacks for young people at an after-school club  

− Food for special events organised for service users 

− Cooking lessons  
 

Member charities benefitted from FareShare food provision in the 
following ways:  
• Charities saved money which they could then spend on other aspects of their 

programmes.  

 
 “I think the value of the goods that we're receiving, the last year that I recall, I think 
it was about 14 grand's worth of food that we received” (member of staff at 
addictions unit) 

•  FareShare member charities were able to add a variety of food options to what 
otherwise would have been a basic menu, for example, a member charity explained:  

 
 “it's taking things, it's taking things from like what could have been, not a skeleton 
menu, but a kind of basic menu, and it's adding like all sorts of options to it” 
(member of staff at addictions unit) 
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• Receiving FareShare food meant that member charities saved time spent on food 
preparation.   

• FareShare’s food provision removed the financial burden felt by staff at member 
charities, who previously felt they needed to donate food or pay for it out of their own 
pocket.   

• FareShare improved the variety and healthiness of food member charities are able to 
offer.    

 
“we're able to give them maybe some pasta, some tins of soup, and they're able 
then to have food, which again, wouldn't be as easy to do if we didn't have, in a 
sense, the volume of food that we get from FareShare.” (member of staff at centre 
for elderly people) 
 

•  FareShare food helped attract more beneficiaries to their charity  

 
“they might not have anybody at home to sit and talk to their friends, or they can't 
take their friends home, and it's a way for them to socialise after school before they 
go home…to come and have a little snack, I think, some of them might not have that 
much at home.” (member of staff at charity catering for young people)  
 

• Charities were able to prepare communal meals that beneficiaries consumed on site at 
the charities rather than take home.  

 

5. What FareShare food means to beneficiaries 
The food that FareShare provides plays diverse and important roles in the lives of the 
different beneficiary types it reaches. The situations of beneficiaries are very different and 
they face varying degrees of food poverty and need. At a charity for women fleeing 
domestic violence beneficiaries would have highly limited access to food without 
FareShare’s provision, possibly struggling to eat at all. At another member charity 
FareShare food gave young people access to healthy snacks at their after-school club, 
like yoghurt and a piece of fruit. Consequently young people  were less tempted by 
unhealthier options, like take-away pizza. 

 
When asked how his food situation was in the past before coming to the charity, a 
male respondent answers: “Starving.  Before coming to [member charity] I was not 
eating at all.  I couldn't eat.  I was just drinking, constantly.  You know, eating was, 
like, impossible.  Really, really, really bad.  Yeah.” (Beneficiary at Addictions Unit) 
 
“I think that's important for anybody [food].  I think the breaking of bread is just 
universal, isn't it?  It transcends cultures and everything.”  (Staff at charity catering 
for young people) 
 

Beneficiaries valued the variety of food coming from FareShare, having a mix of healthy 
options and treats, sweets, steaks or even occasional luxury products such as lobster. 

Beneficiaries were happy with the food quality, stressed that the food was fresh and 
‘looked like [it was] from a supermarket’. Beneficiaries were pleased when they were 
receiving food from well known supermarkets, which they valued as quality food.   
 

“There's always plenty of food, the food's always good, the food's always hot.  
Cooked, and they, and sometimes you might get a bit of fruit or a little bit of salad or 
something, you know” (Beneficiary at homelessness charity) 
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What does FareShare food do for those who receive it? 
The food that FareShare provides has a wide range of impacts on beneficiaries lives, 
ranging from making sure that people do not go hungry to providing a means for 
socialising and avoiding social isolation.  

 
“If I didn’t come 'ere I wouldn't be eating full stop” (Beneficiary at homelessness 
charity) 
 
“This is actually vital for me. I get my cooked main meal here.” (Beneficiary from a 
luncheon club) 
 
“I'll be honest with you, whether I need to come 'ere or not [slight hesitation] the 
most important thing to me is the social aspect of it.”  (Beneficiary at homelessness 
charity) 
 
“I don't know what I'd do without it, I really don't.  To come here for the good square 
meal and the company” (Beneficiary from a luncheon club) 
 
“And so coming together for that time in the evening is, is very precious, and, you 
know, it can be a lot of hustle and bustle; they'll even go up for seconds, and the 
guys just come and serve themselves, and it's, it certainly is one of the times when 
it's very easy to just get involved and have a bit of chat, and it's just like every family 
will sit down and have a meal.  It very much feels like that.  You know, you're there, 
'Can I pour your juice?' and it just, it, it's one of the blessings of the day, actually. 
It's great.”  (Staff at Addictions Unit) 
 

More specifically, for beneficiaries FareShare food has meant that:   
• Beneficiaries saved money and have consequently been able to pay bills, buy clothes 

and food (for time outside of charity provision) and afford transport. The mobility that 
comes with being able to afford transport can be hugely empowering for vulnerable 
people –  for example, it meant a beneficiary from the charity member for women 
experiencing domestic violence was able to go to her volunteering position.  

• Increased the variety and healthiness of beneficiaries’ diets. 

 
“I never really done what you'd call a full-blown dinner as I got older when my 
husband died.  You just... I did at first, but for doing it for one, you do get lazy, you 
don't... can't be bothered, that can creep in quite easily” (Beneficiary from a 
luncheon club) 
 

• Reduced stress levels. For example, once a woman has left an abusive partner her 
first consideration, after securing physical safety, might well be how to get food for 
herself and her child. FareShare food can make a very difficult time easier.  

 
“We really appreciate it you know and are thankful you know, really it helps us and 
our families, our little ones and so we are really just thankful for that.  I’m sure we all 
feel that way because it’s I find for me, the first thing you think of, I want my child to 
eat.” (Beneficiary at a charity for women fleeing domestic violence) 
 
“But the financial abuse is usually, the perpetrators of the abuse are setting more 
control over the women and not giving them any money at all, knowing that they 
can’t go and access statement benefits.  So the food that we get from FareShare is 
often of a very high quality and it, it's like a Godsend to, to the women, it really is.” 
(Staff at charity for women fleeing domestic violence) 
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• Made vulnerable people feel that they are looked after and cared for. A beneficiary 
commented that they felt looked after ‘from head to toe’ by the charity (and FareShare 
food provision was a large part of this).   

 
“The charity “always gonna be like a home away from home.  I know I can depend 
on people and they're always there to help you” (Beneficiary at homelessness 
charity) 
 
“I know all the, I know all the people that work 'ere.  I know the lady that runs it.  I 
know the man that ran it before.  And all that.  And I come 'ere, and the people they 
treat, they treat me with dignity.  Know what I mean?  Not like oh you're a charity 
case, or you're a pounce or, know what I mean?”  (Beneficiary at homelessness 
charity) 
 
“Yeah, they enjoy having food 'cause they think that we look after them, and it 
makes them feel as if it's a home from home” (Staff at charity catering for young 
people) 
 

• Increased regularity of beneficiaries’ eating times. For example, a young person 
receiving free school meals might claim their meal quite early on in the school day and 
consequently have a long wait until they could eat again. Getting a snack – yoghurt 
and a piece of fruit – could greatly reduce this gap.  

• Beneficiaries learned new skills (cooking) which has reintroduced structure in their 
day-to-day lives (e.g. for people recovering from drug and alcohol addiction). 
Moreover, receiving compliments about their cooking improved confidence levels.  

 
“I enjoy cooking a meal, serving it up, hearing people, what they thought of it.  It 
makes you feel, it gives you a wee bit of confidence, and it makes you feel better 
that you're doing something.  You must be doing something right when you're 
cooking, you know?  I mean I've never looked at myself as being a decent cook, but 
people come back and say 'This was good', and 'That was good', and 'That was 
really nice', and...but to hear that, I think it's good.” (Beneficiary at Addictions Unit) 

  

• Importantly, member charities explained that receiving food from FareShare allows 
charities to deliver food to beneficiaries in specific ways that meets very particular 
needs of beneficiaries. For example, the member charity for women fleeing or 
experiencing domestic violence was uniquely well placed to provide vulnerable 
women with food. The women were able get food without the need to visit a 
supermarket or food bank where they were at risk of being spotted by their former 
partners. The member charity could not have afforded to provide women with this 
food without FareShare food.  

 


